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A latin square is said to be self orthogonal if it is orthogonal to its own 
transpose. In this note we utilize the sum composition technique, developed by 
Hedayat and Seiden, to produce a self orthogonal atin square of order ten, 
the smallest unsettled order in the published literature. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 
Let Z be an n-set. A transversal (directrix) of a latin square L on Z is a 
collection of II cells such that the entries of these cells exhaust the set 2, 
and every row and column of L is represented in this collection. Two 
transversals in L are said to be parallel if they have no common cell. A 
collection of y1 cells is said to form a common transversal for a set of t 
latin squares on Z if the collection is a transversal for each of these t 
latin squares. A collection of r transversals is said to be a set of r common 
parallel transversals for a set of t latin squares on 2 if each transversal is 
a common transversal and these r transversals have no cell in common. 
Let L, and Lz be two latin squares of order n on Z: We use the notation 
L1 I L, if L, and L, are orthogonal and L, L Lz if they are not orgogonal. 
A latin square is said to be self orthogonal if it is orthogonal to its own 
transpose. Self orthogonal latin squares form a very interesting and useful 
family. (a) Many different experimental designs can be constructed via 
these squares which cannot be constructed from arbitrary pairs of 
orthogonal latin squares. (b) They are also useful for efficient cataloguing 
pairs of orthogonal latin squares in the sense that one square is sufficient 
for each order. Therefore it is desirable to study these squares. Trivially 
there are no self orthogonal latin squares of order 2 or 6. It is also easy 
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to establish that there is no self orthogonal latin square of order 3. The 
following is a self orthogonal latin square of order 4 
1 2 3 4 
4 3 2 1 
2 1 4 3 
3 4 I 2 
Now a natural question is: For what orders do self orthogonal latin 
squares exist? This question has been partially answered by 
(1) Mendelsohn [6] who proved that if n + 2 mod 4, or n + 3,6 mod 9 
then a self orthogonal latin square of order n exists. 
(2) Horton [5] who proved that if there exists a self orthogonal latin 
square of order n, and a self orthogonal latin square of order n2 with a 
subsquare of order n3, then there is a self orthogonal latin square of order 
n = n,e + n3 where e = n2 - n3 unless e = 2 or 6. Sixteen is the smallest 
order that one can produce a self orthogonal latin square by Horton’s 
result. Horton’s result also produces some orders which cannot be 
generated by Mendelsohn’s result. In the family of n = 2 mod 4 the order 
22 is the smallest one. In the family of n z 3,6 mod 9 the orders 21 and 33 
are the smallest orders that can be generated. 
(3) Mullin and Nemeth [7] also gives a construction method for a 
family of self orthogonal latin squares of order n = 2m + 1 provided 
that an Abelian group of order n having certain properties exists. For 
instance, whenever n is a prime power not of the form 2” + 1 then such 
a group exists. 
Order 10 is the first smallest case which one cannot construct a self 
orthogonal latin square using the preceding results. The purpose of this 
note is to utilize the sum composition technique of Hedayat and Seiden 
[2, 31 and produce a self orthogonal latin square of order 10. It should be 
mentioned that pairs of orthogonal latin squares of order 10 constructed 
by Bose, Shrikhande, and Parker [l], Hedayat and Seiden [2, 31, and 
Hedayat, Parker, and Federer [4] do not have this property. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A SELF ORTHOGONAL LATIN SQUARE 
OF ORDER TEN VIA SUM COMPOSITION TECHNIQUE 
We shall compose a special pair of latin squares of order 9 and a trivial 
pair of latin squares of order unity to obtain a pair of orthogonal latin 
squares L, and L, of order 10 such that Lz is the transpose of L1 . In 
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order to utilize the sum composition idea of Hedayat and Seiden [2, 31 we 
need three latin squares A, B and C of orders 9 having at least the 
following properties: 
(a) A 1 B, B 1 C, i.e. A and C should have 9 common parallel 
transversals. 
(b) A 1 C. 
(c) The entries of the first row and column of A should satisfy a,, = a,, 
ifandonlyift = 1. 
(d) The main diagonal of A should form a transversal for A. 
(e) C = At, where At denotes the transpose of A. 
The following A, B and C not only have the above properties but in 
addition have sufficient combinatorial structures to be utilized for the sum 
composition technique. 
012345628 012345678 
365408712 801234567 
401786325 780123456 
786523104 678012345 
A=823174056 B=567801234 
134052867 456780123 
250867431 345678012 
547631280 234567801 
678210543 123456780 
034781256 
160823547 
251614078 
347510862 
C=408275631 
586342710 
673108425 
212056384 
825467103 
Note that the underlined cells in A and C form two common parallel 
transversals for A and C. Denote the entries of these underlined cells in A 
and C by az”j and c.$ respectively. Now consider two 10 x 10 squares 
say X = (xii) and Y = (vii) with A and C in their top left 9 x 9 sub- 
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squares respectively. Project the underlined transversal in A on the 10th 
row and column of 1, i.e. 
X * 10.9 = %.j j = 1, 2,..., 9 
xi.10 = 43 i = 1, 2 ,..., 9. 
Replace all the entries of the underlined transversal in A embedded in X 
by integer 9. Also put 9 in the cell x1o,1o . Denote the resulting square by I,, . 
Carry similar operations on the entries of Y and denote the resulting square 
by L, . These squares are exhibited below: 
012345698 7 039781256 
365408719 2 160923547 
901786325 4 251694078 
796523104 8 347519862 
L,=829174056 3 L,=408275931 
134952867 0 586342790 
250897431 6 673108429 
547639280 1 912056384 
678210943 5 895467103 
483061572 9 724830615 
The reader can verify for himself that L, and L, are both latin squares of 
order 10 with the desired properties viz, L, _L L, and L, = Lit. 
CONCLUSION 
We gave a detailed method for the construction of a self orthogonal 
latin square of order 10 via sum composition technique with the hope that 
one can generalize this idea to cover the unsettled cases. The next three 
interesting cases are 12, 14 and 15. 
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